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Claim Verizon Accused Instrumentality(ies) 

1. An internet network connecting 
and roaming system providing 
internet communication service to 
a data communication terminal of 
a user moving indoors or 
outdoors, using an outdoor 
wireless internet network 
including an antenna, a router and 
a location register, and an indoor 
network including an indoor 
gateway connectable with an 
internet network, the system 
comprising: 

The Accused Instrumentality provides an internet network connecting and roaming system.  It provides 
internet communication service to a data communication terminal of a user moving indoors or 
outdoors, using an outdoor wireless internet network including an antenna, a router and a location 
register, and an indoor network including an indoor gateway connectable with an internet network. 

Verizon provides a “Wi-Fi Calling” system and service.  Verizon’s system enables “Wi-Fi Calling” 
which allows a user to “make and receive voice and video calls over a Wi-Fi connection instead of 
using [the user’s] cellular connection.”1 

 “If [a user has] a Wi-Fi connection and [is] in an area where voice service is weak or unavailable, [the 
user may] use Wi-Fi calling to continue making voice calls.”2 

                                                 
1 Verizon, https://www.verizon.com/support/wifi-calling-faqs/ (last visited Aug. 26, 2020).  
2 Id. 
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On Verizon, a call can switch between WiFi and Advanced Calling depending on which has the better 
signal.3 

                                                 
3 Verizon, https://community.verizonwireless.com/t5/iPhone-X-Xr-Xs/calls-dropping-when-switching-from-wifi-to-verizon-network/td-p/1119387; 
https://www.verizon.com/support/knowledge-base-145797/ (last visited Aug. 26, 2020).  
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For example, “You are connected to the LTE/EPC network and move indoors, into your house.  
There you have a fixed broadband connection connected to a WiFi-capable home router.  
Depending on preferences, the device may in this situation switch access from LTE to WiFi.”4 

 

Verizon’s Wi-Fi Calling enables seamless switching or hand-off between its cellular (LTE) network and 
a Wi-Fi network. 

                                                 
4 Magnus Olsson et al., EPC and 4G Packet Networks, Driving the Mobile Broadband Revolution (2d ed. 2012), at 41. 
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a data communication terminal 
that includes an indoor wireless 
connection module and stores 
registered indoor system ID 
information, so that the data 
communication terminal may be 
connected with the indoor 
network if the registered indoor 
system ID information is received 
and by connecting with the 
outdoor wireless internet network 
if the registered indoor system ID 
information is not received; 

Verizon’s Wi-Fi Calling system and service comprise a data communication terminal.5 

For example, Verizon sells mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets that support both cellular and 
Wi-Fi connectivity. 

 

 

Examples of smartphones provided by Verizon include Alcatel Avalon, Google Pixel 4a, Apple iPhone 
11 Pro Max, Motorola Moto Z, and Apple iPhone XR:6 

 

                                                 
5 Verizon, https://www.verizon.com/support/wifi-calling-faqs/ (last visited Aug. 26, 2020). 
6 Verizon, https://www.verizon.com/smartphones/ (last visited Aug. 26, 2020). 
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An exemplary or representative example of the data communication terminal is the Apple iPhone, which 
can “[m]ake a call with Wi-Fi Calling.”7 

The device includes the necessary electronics to include Wi-Fi connectivity.8  For example, this device 
includes an indoor wireless connection module, such as a Wi-Fi chip or modem and a cellular chip or 
modem. 

The device stores registered indoor system ID information.9 

                                                 
7 Make a Call with Wi-Fi Calling, APPLE (Feb. 11, 2020)., https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT203032  
8 Verizon, https://www.verizon.com/smartphones/ (last visited Aug. 26, 2020). 
9 Connect to Wi-Fi on Your iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch, APPLE (Feb. 11, 2020), https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202639. 
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